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ABSTRACT

This paper described a fast and automatic method for segmenting �ducial marks in an image taken by a metric camera. These

marks could be at the four corners, four middle sides, or even inside (for those r�eseau marks) of an image. The segmentation

was realized by using attribute-based mathematical morphology techniques. The attributes that we used in the morphology

processing step were the area, aspect ratio and orientation of the best �tted ellipse of an object. The algorithm took about 1

second in the automatic segmentation stage. The positions of these automaticly segmented �ducial marks were then re�ned to

sub-pixel accuracy. Dozens of real images with di�erent shapes of �ducial marks were tested and reliable results were obtained.

Comparisons were also made about the accuracy using our method and previously published methods.

1 INTRODUCTION

Aerial cameras need to be calibrated for a number of impor-

tant parameters before they are used in order to determine

precise measurements from photographs. A report about

each individual camera contains the values of these parame-

ters which include the calibrated and equivalent focal lengths,

lens distortion, principal point, �ducial marks locations, cam-

era resolution and focal plane atness. The principal point

and the camera focal length are called interior orientation

parameters.

Fiducial marks is a set of marks located in the corners or

edge-centers, or both, of an aerial photographic image. These

marks are exposed within the camera onto the original �lm

and are used to de�ne the frame of reference for spatial mea-

surements on aerial photographs. Opposite �ducial marks

connected, intersect at approximately the image center or

principal point of the aerial photograph. The principal point

is the geometric center of the photograph. Typical positions

of �ducial marks in an aerial photo are shown in Figure 1, and

some example shapes of �ducial marks are given in Figure 2.

Interior orientation is concerned with the determination of a

set of parameters for the transformation from pixel to image

coordinates. For digital cameras the relationship between

pixel and image coordinates is constant and is determined

during the calibration stage. If �lm images are scanned in a

separate step (which is the case in digital photogrammetry to-

day) the pixel-image relationship must be established for each

digital image individually [1]. Interior orientation involves the

process of measuring the �ducial marks on the digital imagery.

These can be automated in two ways: by performing correla-

tion or by image analysis using certain knowledge about the

�ducials [2]. For the correlation approach, a template im-

age has to be made representing the ideal image of a �ducial

mark (a replica of those present in real images). Then this

template is matched with the scanned image containing the

�ducial marks. The second approach is based on image anal-

ysis. For this analysis, prior knowledge of the geometry of

the �ducial mark is necessary, and this knowledge helps to

design an automated procedure to segment �ducial marks in

an aerial image.

Image processing and computer vision techniques have suc-

cessfully been employed for facilitating automated procedures

in digital aerial images such as interior orientation. Lue [3]

introduced a fully automatic digital interior orientation based

on the template matching techniques using a database con-

taining �ducials of widely distributed aerial cameras. Schick-

ler and Poth [4] presented a binary cross correlation method in

an image pyramid. Kersten and Haering [5] described a fully

operational automatic interior orientation for digital aerial im-

ages based on a modi�ed Hough Transform for rough local-

ization of �ducial marks and Least Squares Matching for pre-

cise measurement. The main disadvantage of current least

squares matching for �ducial marks is: 1) a database is nec-

essary and 2) they need to know roughly where the �ducial

mark is before least squares matching can be performed (the

approximated �ducial position cannot be far away from the

true position; only a few pixels are allowed otherwise least

squares matching will get wrong answers).

In this paper we will use image analysis approach to obtain the

positions of �ducial marks in an aerial photograph. We will

use advanced image analysis technique such as the attribute-

based morphology to initially segment out the �ducials auto-

matically, and then re�ne the positions to achieve sub-pixel

accuracy.

The advantage of our paper is to automatically locate and

segment a �ducial mark from a large area (if only one �du-

cial is occurred in the area, sub-image of the corners or middle

side of the input image). Once the approximated locations

and segmentations are determinated, we can perform the ex-

traction of centers of �ducials precisely using: 1). Location

operators: which does not need a �ducial database; only the

shape property of �ducials is used in our paper. It is not state-

of-the-art. However, it is very practical because a database

is not always avaliable to users. 2). Least squares matching

if a database is established (our further work).

Section 2 shows the methods for �ducial marks segmenta-

tion. The re�nement of the positional information is given



Figure 1: Illustration of the location of the �ducial marks and

principal point for an aerial photo image. The intersection of

the dotted line indicates the principle point.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: Illustration of several typical shapes of �ducial mark

in an aerial photo image.

in Section 3. Section 4 shows the results obtained using our

automatic segmentation procedure. Section 5 concludes.

2 FIDUCIAL MARKS SEGMENTATION

2.1 Attribute-based Morphology

Image �lters used in mathematical morphology typically re-

quire a structuring element or a series of structuring elements

to de�ne the bounds of the �lter. Examples include the clas-

sical forms of the erosion, dilation, opening and closing �lters,

and cascades of such �lters [6, 7]. However, such �lters are

de�ned by very general properties that do not necessitate the

use of a set of �xed structuring elements; for example, Vin-

cent [8] introduces an opening �lter that satis�es the three

required properties of an opening (idempotence, increasing-

ness and anti-extensivity) but removes information from the

image on the basis of area. Breen and Jones [9, 10, 11]

described an attribute-based approach to mathematical mor-

phology openings. The use of non-increasing-shape attributes

is advocated because they allow the use of shape descriptors

such as compactness and eccentricity to be applied to �lter

grey scale images.

For binary images, attribute openings preserve only those con-

nected components that satisfy a speci�ed criterion [6]. For

grey-scale images, an attribute opening 

T

is given by:



T

(g) = max

r



r;T

(g);

where g is a grey-scale image, T is an increasing criterion

(f � g ) T (f) � T (g)), frg is the set of positions of re-

gional maxima in the image and 

r;T

is a connected opening.

The criterion T for area opening is an increasing criterion.

The connected opening of a set X at a point x is: (i) the

connected component of X that contains x if x 2 X; and

(ii) the empty set if x 62 X.

The attribute opening can then be formed as a point-wise

maximum of trivial openings, using only a set of regional

maxima point frg. Each trivial opening 

r;T

can be imple-

mented by descending down through the thresholds from the

regional maximum frg until a threshold set is reached that

satisfy criterion T .

2.2 Morphological Reconstruction

More novel forms of these �lters, such as opening and closing

by reconstruction [12, 13], use a speci�ed structuring element

to initiate the reconstruction.

Opening by reconstruction of an image g is de�ned as the

reconstruction of g from an transformed (usually an erosion)

g:



R

(g) = R

g

("(g))

where g is a grey-scale image, " is an erosion operation, R

g

is

a morphological reconstruction of g and 

R

is a morphological

reconstruction.

Contrary to the morphological opening, the opening by recon-

struction allows one to preserve the shape of the components

that are not removed by the erosion.

2.3 Methods for Finding Fiducial Marks

We use the shape and size attributes of the object for seg-

mentation. It is reasonable to assume that the �ducials are

within a certain distance from the four corners or/and the

middle of the four sides of the image and have certain eccen-

tricity value. We can also assume the �ducial marks are larger

than a certain size or area. The area is the number of pixels

that the objects occupy. The eccentricity is de�ned as the

ratio of the lengths of the semi-major and semi-minor axes

of the best-�t ellipse, which is the ellipse whose second mo-

ment equals that of the object. We also assume that we have

some knowledge about the shape of the �ducial marks. We

use di�erent methods to segment di�erent kinds of �ducial

marks.

For the kinds of images shown in Figure 2(a)(b), the segmen-

tation procedure we used are as follows. Firstly, the images

were �ltered by using the area-based morphology. This op-

eration had the e�ect of removing small bumps in the gray

scale image. Secondly, the smoothed image was �ltered by

using ratio attribute of the morphology operation. This op-

eration removed any object that are more or less \circular".

For circular shapes or those �ducials shown in Figures 3(a)

and 4(a), the aspect ratio of the best �tted ellipse is close

to 1. Thirdly, a di�erence image was obtained from the im-

ages in the previous two steps. The �ducial mark will show

up in this di�erence image. Finally, the �ducial mark is cho-

sen as the brightest object in the image. This was actually

performed by choosing the brightest point in the image and

then carrying out a morphological reconstruction to recover

the shape of the �ducials. The result is a grey level image

rather than a binary image.

For the kind of images shown in Figure 2(c), the segmentation

procedure we used are as follows. There were some di�erence

for the steps used for segmenting this kind of �ducials com-

pared to those mentioned earlier. Some preprocessings were

applied to the input image before performing the attribute

based morphology. This preprocessing includes using median

�ltering and subtraction of the median �ltered image and the



input image. After this preprocessing, the �ducials will be-

come the dominant feature in the image. We segment the

broken \�" by separating the cross into two parts. Each part

contains two line segments oriented in the same direction.

The attributes used include object area, the aspect ratio, and

the orientation of objects (i.e. the line segment size should

larger than a certain threshold; the lines are thin and with a

certain direction). The two parts found were joint together to

form the broken \�". After this attribute based morphology

step, the original shape was recovered by using morphological

reconstruction.

For the kind of images shown in Figure 2(d), the segmentation

procedure we used was similar to those used for the case in

the previous paragraph except the preprocessing step and the

formation of the \+".

3 SUB-PIXEL LOCATION

After the automatic segmentation of �ducial marks, a more

accurate (sub-pixel) target location method was developed.

There are two processing steps in the location procedure: 1)

�nding a rectangular window which just covers the complete

�ducial mark and 2) precisely locating the center of the �du-

cial into a sub-pixel accuracy.

After segmentation processing, the non-�ducial regions have

been removed. A simple routine is used to �nd a rectangle

which covers the complete �ducial mark.

For most of the �ducial marks, they are circular or cross

shaped. To locate the center of such targets, two algo-

rithms are employed, they are Wong location operator [14]

and F�orstner location operator [15]. The optimal location is

obtained after integrating the two location operators' results.

3.1 Wong Location Operator

According to Wong's method, the coordinates of the center

of a target were computed by the following formulas:
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where g

ij

is the grey intensity of a pixel located at row i and

column j, and has a value between 0 and 255, and n, m are

the image's rows and columns, respectively.

A validity check was performed on each target using the cri-

teria of shape and size. Because the targets were circular

or symmetry in shape, the ratio of the second moments (I

x

2

and I

y

2

) about the two principal axes should be approximately

equal to 1. The following computation formulas were used:
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A rejection value of the roundness R

W

was used. If R

W

is

below a given threshold, it was rejected as a �ducial mark.

3.2 F�orstner Location Operator

According to F�orstner location operator, the coordinates of

the center of a target were computed using the following

equation system:
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are the coordinates of the center of a target,

g
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are the di�erentials in x; y directions, respectively, and

the roundness R

F

is calculated through the determinant and

the trace of the left-hand coe�cient matrix N :
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3.3 Optimum Location

There are many factors e�ecting the reliability and accuracy

of the �ducial location. It is hard to say that one location

operator can always precisely �nd the correct locations of the

�ducial marks. In our approach, the two location operators'

results are integrated into one as the �nal optimal location

using the following formulas:
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where R

W

and R

F

are the roundness of a �ducial obtained

previously; and x; y and R are the �nal coordinates of the

center of a target and the new roundness value. The formula

is found useful in practice. We consider the �ducials are

symmetrical and the roundness should be close to 1. If the

roundness obtained (R

W

or R

F

) is 1, we just use either Wong

or F�ostner location operator.

3.4 Line Intersection Method

For the �ducials like the ones shown in Figure 2(c)(d), we use

line intersection method to obtain sub-pixel accuracy. For the

shape as in Figure 2(c), the two short line segments in the

same direction are �tted into one line equation. The other

two line segments in the orthogonal direction are �tted into

another line equation. These two line equations are inter-

sected to calculate the center of the �ducial. The similar

method can be used for the �ducial shape as in Figure 2(d).



Our proposed algorithm for achieving the automated segmen-

tation and sub-pixel localization of �ducial marks is:

1. Obtain sub images that contain the �ducial marks near

corners or edge-centers from the original image.

2. Select the colour band that best represents the colour

of the �ducial marks if the images are colour images.

3. Perform attribute-based morphology and other related

processing techniques to automatically segment the

�ducials as described in Section 2.3.

4. Re�ne the positions of the �ducial marks obtained from

the previous step by using the Optimum Location or

Line Intersection method.

4 EXPERIMENT RESULTS

4.1 Initial Segmentation

Sub-images were collected from the the original image near

the corners or the middle of the four sides using some knowl-

edge about the original image such as image size, resolution

etc. This knowledge will also be used for determining the

parameters for morphological operation. Colour images were

treated by just taking the red component of the RGB band,

as most of the �ducial marks appear to be red in the colour

image.

The above described method were tested on 14 images. Fig-

ures 3, 4, 5 showed di�erent example images for segmenting

the circular shaped �ducials. The parameters used for this

kind of images were all the same. The area attribute used

here was of size 100, and the ratio parameter set in our algo-

rithm was 1.2. The result is a grey scale image of the �ducial

mark.

Figure 6 shows the result of obtaining the �ducial of the shape

of a broken \�". The size of the median �ltering kernel used

in the procedure is 7�7.

Figure 7 shows the results of each step for detecting r�eseau

marks in a grey-scale image.

4.2 Position Re�nement and Comparison

Fourteen (14) �ducials are chosen from several standard aerial

photographs (some of them can be seen in the previous seg-

mentation section). In order to compare the automated lo-

cation results from di�erent location operators, all �ducials

are measured manually on screen with zoom factor up to 5:1,

It is reasonable to assume the measured results are close the

true positions. The idea of our paper is trying to replace the

human operator using the �ducial segemtation and location

algorithms. It is reasonable to compare our results to the op-

erator results. For a real �ducial mark, nobody knows exactly

where the true location is. Table 1 shows 14 �ducial marks'

location results. From the table, we found, in average, that

less than 0.5 pixel accuracy can be reached by our location

approach, while some larger location errors (around 2 pixel)

existed in the �ducial image (prsm1g, prsm2g, see Table 1),

the reason of the error is that the original �ducial is not a

completed target due to scanning problem or, there is some

obvious distortion on the �ducial.

We think the main problem currently in interior orientation is

to fully automatically segment the �ducials from an area, we

haven't concentrated on the location procedure so no thor-

ough comparison has been made.

Table 1: Fiducial mark location results (Unit is in pixel,

Wong's: Wong location operator results; F�orstner's: F�orstner

location operator results, Optimal's: Optimum Location re-

sults; Manual: manually measurement results).

Images Wong's F�orstner's Optimal's Manual

003m1g(x) 73.401 73.353 73.353 73.5

003m1g(y) 70.360 70.413 70.413 70.2

003m2g(x) 78.687 78.672 78.673 78.8

003m2g(y) 71.266 71.323 71.322 71.5

003m3g(x) 83.344 83.323 83.323 83.4

003m3g(y) 64.827 64.827 64.827 65.0

003m4g(x) 87.333 87.184 87.184 87.6

003m4g(y) 69.682 69.767 69.767 70.0

204m1g(x) 81.730 81.738 81.737 81.7

204m1g(y) 18.746 18.734 18.734 18.7

204m2g(x) 146.076 145.981 145.984 146.1

204m2g(y) 66.211 66.322 66.318 66.5

204m3g(x) 75.155 75.176 75.175 75.3

204m3g(y) 108.467 108.536 108.535 108.7

204m4g(x) 22.498 22.525 22.524 22.6

204m4g(y) 66.856 66.914 66.912 67.2

289m1g(x) 35.792 36.152 36.146 35.4

289m1g(y) 34.151 34.121 34.122 34.3

289m2g(x) 66.221 65.936 65.936 66.1

289m2g(y) 39.188 39.075 39.075 39.3

289m3g(x) 18.722 18.820 18.819 18.8

289m3g(y) 56.060 55.495 55.498 56.0

289m4g(x) 54.311 54.177 54.178 54.7

289m4g(y) 69.577 69.307 69.310 69.8

prsm1g(x) 10.271 11.187 11.177 8.9

prsm1g(y) 16.355 16.329 16.329 16.2

prsm2g(x) 115.520 115.350 115.367 115.7

prsm2g(y) 10.837 11.839 11.739 10.6



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 3: The process of the automated segmentation of

�ducial marks. (a) one of the original sub-images containing

a �ducial mark; (b) morphology opening by area 100; (c)

morphology opening by aspect ratio 1.2; (d) subtraction of

image in (c) from the image in (b); and (e) the brightest

object by using morphological reconstruction.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a fast and fully automatic method for

the segmentation of �ducial marks in an image. The loca-

tion of the �ducial mark can be obtained if the �ducial has

symmetry property. Therefore the process of interior orien-

tation can be fully automated. The initial segmentation was

obtained by using attribute-based morphology technique and

it is shown to be a powerful tool for image �ltering and fea-

ture detection. The algorithm takes about 0.25 seconds CPU

time on a 160�130 sub image. The method has the follow-

ing advantages over other interior orientation methods: 1)

minimal priori knowledge and input parameters; 2) does not

have to use a �ducial mark database (if a database of �du-

cial marks is available, least squares matching can be used to

obtain accurate location information); 3) totally automated

�ducial location; 4) sub-pixel location accuracy; and 5) fast

and reliable.

It will obviously open a scenario to perform fully automated

interior orientation for those positive or negative images:

taken from di�erent cameras, scanned by di�erent scanners,

with di�erent pixel size, and etc. The considered further work

includes: 1) the segmentation for the most di�erent �ducial

marks such as Rollei camera's \+" �ducials; and 2) the in-

ternal decisive measure for self-diagnosis.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 4: The process of the automated segmentation of �du-

cial marks for a di�erent image (with letters). (a) one of the

original sub-images containing a �ducial mark; (b) morphol-

ogy opening by area 100; (c) morphology opening by aspect

ratio 1.2; (d) subtraction of image in (c) from the image

in (b); and (e) the brightest object by using morphological

reconstruction.
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Figure 6: The process of the automated segmentation of

�ducial marks for the broken \�" shape. (a) one of the

original sub-images containing a �ducial mark; (b) median

�ltering by kernel size of 7�7; (c) subtraction of (b) from

(a); (d) threshold of (c) after histogram equalization; (e)

attribute opening by using size/ratio/orientation (45

�

); (f)

attribute opening by using size/ratio/orientation (�45

�

); (g)

logical \OR" of image (e) and (f); and (h) morphological

reconstruction of (a) using (g).
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(i)

Figure 7: The process of the automated segmentation of

cross shaped �ducial marks. (a) the original image; (b) the

di�erence between the original image and the median �ltered

image by a kernel size 1�5; (c) the di�erence between the

original image and the median �ltered image by a kernel size

5�1; (d) morphology opening of (b) using area attribute of

size 20; (e) morphology opening of (c) using area attribute

of size 20; (f) the logical 'AND' image of (d) and (e); (g)

morphology reconstruction using (d) and (f); (h) morphology

reconstruction using (e) and (f); and (i) the logical 'OR'

image of (g) and (h).


